GREGORIEVICH OF TAM-BOER
White and Lemon Male, Whelped June 5, 1975
Bred by Leonard and Elizabeth Tamboer

Ch. Ducies Wild of Tam-Boer
Am. Can. Ch. Makhayl of Tam-Boer
Little Sweetheart of Tam-Boer

Sire: Ch. Otrava of Tam-Boer
Ch. Dutchie of Tam-Boer
Ch. Lady Gretchen of Tam-Boer II
Lee T of Tam-Boer
Khan of Tam-Boer
Tyddo of Tam-Boer
Anreu’s Tarina of Tam-Boer

Dam: Ch. Lady Gretchen of Tam-Boer III
Am. Can. Ch. Makhayl of Tam-Boer
Tasha of Tam-Boer
Ch. Lady Gretchen of Tam-Boer

Owners: Ellen Frankel
White Plains, NY